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TAMARACK AEROSPACE
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF WING TECHNOLOGY.

Tamarack Aerospace Group was founded with one mission in mind: to provide real-world step 

change advancement in aerospace efficiency & wing technologies. 

For nearly a decade, Tamarack’s FAA & EASA certified Active Winglet technology has been 

transforming the world of business aviation. Tested, proven, and unquestionably effective, our 

technology is primed to scale and disrupt the commercial and government aerospace sectors.

Discover all the ways patented Tamarack Performance SMARTWING™ technology will help take 

your King Air 200 further.

Director of Sales: Eric Cunningham (208) 255-4400

eric.cunningham@tamarackaero.com  

Business Development: Frank DeFeo (737) 444-1325

frankd@tamarackaero.com  

SCAN. 
LEARN.

CONNECT.

http://eric.cunningham@tamarackaero.com  
http://frankd@tamarackaero.com  


FLY SMARTER
WITH PERFORMANCE SMARTWING TECHNOLOGY.

Wing efficiency is all about aspect ratio. Longer wings are more efficient - they increase lift and 

reduce drag. Passive winglets have been used for many years; however, they have major 

drawbacks, like added wing structure and weight. Performance SMARTWING™ technology is 

dramatically different and incorporates three major elements that, when combined, help achieve 

new levels of aircraft performance, efficiency, and sustainability. 

Using load sensors and a camber surface that can respond in fractions of a second, Tamarack 

Performance SMARTWING™ technology automatically controls wing bending during turbulence 

and high-load events. The response is fully automatic, lightning-fast, requires no pilot action, and 

functions autonomously from all other aircraft systems. 

The result is next-level efficiency and performance designed to take your King Air 200 the distance.

™



Comprised of a lightweight wing

extension, a composite winglet, and 

the autonomous SMARTWING™  

load alleviation system, Tamarack 

Performance SMARTWING™ 

technology completely redefines the 

idea and expectations of a winglet.

Uncompromised aerodynamically, 

Performance  SMARTWING™ 

technology helps to increase 

range, reduce fuel consumption, 

and maximize climb performance.

WHAT MAKES IT 
SO SMART?

COMPOSITE
WINGLET

LOAD ALLEVIATION 
TECHNOLOGY

WING
EXTENSION
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MISSION-CRITICAL
WHEN PERFORMANCE MATTERS, TAMARACK DELIVERS.

Eliminate downtime and prepare to accomplish the impossible. Tamarack’s Performance 

SMARTWING™ technology is the ultimate upgrade to all King Air 200 platforms —  

meaning we’ve got you covered from the boardroom to the battlefield.  

These aren’t the passive winglets you’ve seen on other aircraft — not even close. This is cutting-edge,

autonomous technology that rapidly responds to changing & challenging aerodynamic conditions. 

Maximize your mission with increased OEI climb gradients, longer loiter time, and added 

take-off weight.  

Get your team in the air, ready for the next mission — regardless of the weather condition.



ULTIMATE HIGH/HOT
MISSION RELIABILITY.
From remote desert landscapes, where the 

temperatures routinely push the limits of 

flight, to rugged mountain ranges around 

the globe — Performance SMARTWING™ 

technology is specifically designed 

to help your fleet outperform 

the competition.
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NO PRESSURE



RIGOROUSLY TESTED. PROVEN RESULTS.

Patented Performance SMARTWING™ technology can be easily installed onto any King Air 200.

And once you begin flying missions with them, you’ll wonder how you ever flew without them.

Performance SMARTWING™ technology has been designed for maximum aerodynamic efficiency 

and stability, meaning you’ll get to altitude faster and enjoy smoother flights with less turbulence & 

drag, all while dramatically increasing the range of every flight — benefits both your crew and 

passengers will appreciate.

Our team of engineers have included enhanced safety features that ensure redundancy, efficacy, 

and continuity of function no matter what challenges the mission presents.

™

UNRIVALED ENDURANCE



INCREASED
LOITER TIME. 

INCREASED 
RANGE. 

Welcome to the skies with no limit. 

Flying a King Air 200 equipped with 

Performance SMARTWING technology™ 

means you’ll be adding hours to your 

flight plan — flying longer and gathering 

more of the critical intel your team 

needs to accomplish the mission.

Going the distance means never 

having to interrupt a mission with 

unnecessary and time-consuming stops 

to refuel. Performance SMARTWING™ 

technology gets you to altitude faster, 

keeps you there longer, and provides 

smoother flights for both passengers 

and sensitive equipment.
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INCREASED CAPACITY
GET MORE OF WHAT MATTERS OUT OF EVERY FLIGHT.

The competitive edge you’ve been searching for is finally here. With the addition of Performance 

SMARTWING™ technology, you’ll watch as the numbers that mean the most to your bottom line 

improve across the board — with real, proven technology that’s available right now.

By increasing Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW), you’ll also be increasing the versatility and 

profitability of your King Air 350 through the payload it can carry. Imagine being able to carry ad-

ditional passengers on every flight, no matter the destination or weather conditions. Combine that 

with the increased fuel efficiency Performance SMARTWING™ technology will provide, and 

your operational savings and earnings add up — significantly. 

The value proposition is undeniable; whether operating a fleet, providing contractor support, or 

flying as a government operator — Performance SMARTWING™ technology ensures you are getting 

the most return on your investment every time you fly.



MORE PASSENGERS. 
MORE CARGO. 
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There’s no denying it, more matters.

Get more out of your existing fleet with the 

capacity to carry the loads you need to get 

the job done. 

More fuel, more weight, more passengers, 

more missions, more options. That’s the 

Performance SMARTWING™ advantage.



A WIDER WINGSPAN EQUALS MORE LIFT.
MAXIMUM SPAN

Performance SMARTWING™ technology is dramatically different 

from the passive winglets typically seen on other aircraft. 

Performance SMARTWING™ technology has been carefully 

engineered to reap maximum fuel efficiency benefits without

 subtracting the inefficiencies that occur due to additional structural requirements.

4’ 1.5” WING EXTENSION
WITH PERFORMANCE SMARTWING™ TECHNOLOGY.
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8’ 3” ADDITIONAL WING SPAN. 
WITH PERFORMANCE SMARTWING™ TECHNOLOGY.

 MORE WINGSPAN, MORE EFFICIENCY.
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MINIMAL DRAG



MORE TIME FLYING, LESS TIME ON THE RAMP.

A King Air 200 with passive winglets in all the right conditions could fly roughly 9 hours nonstop. 

Now, take that same King Air 200 and transform it with Performance SMARTWING™ technology.

You’ve now upgraded that King Air to an 11-hour nonstop aircraft, and you’ve done it while using 

the same amount of fuel. That’s the Performance SMARTWING™ advantage and there’s no other 

technology on the market that can provide an even remotely comparable upgrade in performance.

Another way to measure the fuel savings associated with Performance SMARTWING™ technology is 

with range. An unmodified King Air 200 is generally a 1,650 nautical mile aircraft. However, equipped 

with Tamarack Performance SMARTWING™ technology, the same King Air 200 can fly at least 2,000 

nautical miles. That’s how Tamarack takes you further. 

LET’S GO FURTHER
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FEWER
STOPS. 

EXCEPTIONAL 
FUEL SAVINGS. 

Stopping for fuel doesn’t just add 

extra cost to your travel, it adds time. 

Nothing is more valuable than the 

extra time you’ll earn back by eliminating

the need to plan fuel stops between flights. 

Eliminating the wing reinforcements 

and increasing the aspect ratio of 

the wing reduces fuel burn — climb 

faster, use less power, and save more 

of the resources you count on.



SMOOTHER FLIGHTS FOR LONGER MISSIONS.
GET COMFORTABLE AUTONOMOUS LOAD ALLEVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

Nothing takes you further than a safe flight. Performance SMARTWING™ technology is the pinnacle 

of aviation design, engineering, and craftsmanship. Each element is meticulously tested to ensure 

your aircraft, passengers, and valuable equipment are safe and secure.

That peace of mind starts with the incredible ride-smoothing benefit only a King Air equipped with 

Performance SMARTWING™ technology can provide. Turbulence events are dramatically damp-

ened with our exclusive autonomous ride smoothing feature. 

There’s another benefit to Performance SMARTWING™ ride-smoothing; decreased drag. 

Which when combined with increased climb gradients, equates to fuel savings that quickly add up.
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AUTONOMOUS LOAD ALLEVIATION TECHNOLOGY 

RIDE
SMOOTHING 

IMPROVED
SAFETY 

REDUCED
DRAG  



GLOBAL NETWORK OF CERTIFIED FACILITIES. 

Tamarack Aerospace offers a network of global, certified service & training locations.

We’ve recently expanded our beautiful headquarters in Sandpoint, Idaho, while also adding two, 

state-of-the-art transformation centers in Aiken, South Carolina, and Oxford, UK. 

Additionally, we offer a comprehensive network of 20 Tamarack service centers throughout the US.

Learn more about Tamarack’s global facilities: https://www.tamarackaero.com/about and our 

commitment to product support, training, and fleet compliance.

RELIABLE MAINTENANCE

SCAN. 
LEARN.

CONNECT.

Director of Sales: Eric Cunningham (208) 255-4400

eric.cunningham@tamarackaero.com  

Business Development: Frank DeFeo (737) 444-1325

frankd@tamarackaero.com  

https://www.tamarackaero.com/about
http://eric.cunningham@tamarackaero.com  
http://frankd@tamarackaero.com  
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SANDPOINT  
IDAHO 

AIKEN  
S. CAROLINA 

OXFORD  
UK
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